West Coast League

Power Rankings
Season two Round 5
We are now in the downhill run of the season and we see further confirmation
of teams settling into their positions in the league, be it low, middle or
high. The top spots in two divisions are still up for grabs and one division
has a clear leader and it would have be a cruel twist of Nuffle-loving fate
for that to change before the end of the season. At this point in the
season I am sure teams are beginning to assess their chances of making the
finals and deciding if they will risk all for that a slim chance at the playoffs or play the long game to build their rosters up for next season.
With the waffling out of the way, on to the rankings!

The Contenders
Those horrible teams at the top of the rankings that make all the others
feel inadequate and pathetic. Oh how Nuffle loves these powerhouses and all
the pain and misery they inflict on the rest of the league.

1. Man-Terror Raiders
Talk about hanging tough. The Raiders got walloped in their encounter
against the Jets, with a good portion of the playing roster left permanently
crippled or properly dead. That being said, the Raiders defence took the
beating and still managed to limit the Jets to a single touchdown – that
was a championship effort and is a signal to the rest of the league that
the Raiders will not fold irrespective how hard you hit them. This
performance is the benchmark other teams will need to pass to be considered
real contenders for the top spot in the league and the rankings.
The Raiders also carried out their threat to place a bounty on whoever
ruined their clean sheet record. The poor unfortunate to be blessed with
this honour was Buster Spine. There are rumours coming from the Raiders
locker room that they are keen to face the Jets again to collect on that
bounty.
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2. Gang Green Jets
Grugni save us that was a brutal game. The Jets took the beat stick to
the Raiders with such wild abandon that the Raiders’ next opponent should
be making a hefty payment to the Jets for the crippling of the Raiders.
Although, for all the mayhemic destruction on the field, the Jets were
unable to get more than a single past that stingy Raiders defence. Once
again the main wrecking ball for the Jets was Matt Clawte, who clawed his
way through three Raiders, even putting one in the grave permanently. The
Jets’ stuttering offence had a single leader, Buster Spine, who managed to
put the ball into the end zone and also made the only successful pass by
the team. Something else that should be noted is that Buster is the first
player to score against the Raiders and as a reward received a bounty on
his head – nothing like success to turn you into a marked man, thing,
whatever that hideous cannibal wants to be called.
The inability to capitalise on the beating they dished out is why the Jets
will be the head bridesmaid of the Power Rankings this season – if you can’t
beat the best then you will only ever be second best.

3. Overdosis
This was probably the best chance the Elgi had to claim the top spot with
the top two teams only managing a draw. Like all pathetic Elgi, Overdosis
couldn’t put away a rookie team with a big score – I have previously
commented on their inability to put up big scores – and thus leap frog the
Raiders and Jets to claim the coveted number one ranking. Part of the
problem probably stems from the fact Elgi fragility was once again brought
to the fore with RedruM battering and crippling Overdosis players
throughout the game.
The standout for Overdosis was Sylvanah, scorer of both the team’s
touchdowns and did a good job of avoiding any punishment from the RedruM
players. Number three is now Overdosis’ permanent home on the rankings as
I doubt the Raiders and Jets will stumble again during the last few games
of the season.

4. Tennessee Tainted 1
Ah my little nurglings, the offence just got the job done and the defence,
even with depleted numbers, managed to keep a clean sheet. The Tainted
played the grind against a bunch of junior nurglites and even though they
got out-muscled by the rookies, these wily rotting pustules denied the Rots
at every turn. The other thing the Rots could learn from these old hands
is brutal efficiency, the Tainted only managed a single casualty but they
made sure it was permanent.
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The Tainted will probably not get any higher on the rankings as the higher
ranked teams are just that little bit better. I think the focus for the
team should be to make sure the upstarts nipping at their heels don’t get
ahead of them.

5. Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers 1
I almost spat my ale out when I saw the result of the Freaks latest game.
It was like neither team bothered to make a defensive stand and just left
it to the offences to shoot it out. Although the Freaks managed to inflict
a little damage it still wasn’t enough to secure them the win in a high
scoring affair – eight touchdowns were scored, four for each team. Also, a
passing clinic was put on by Freewheelin Willie and Sneakus Roundus, who
combined for a total of seven completions. The main beneficiary of this aerial
display was Dia Ria, who crossed the goal line three times.
With such tight competition at the pointy end of the rankings, even such
a dynamic offensive display that only resulted in a draw hurt the Freaks
and maybe this drop will spark them into a big push to finish the season
strongly and securing their spot in the play-offs.

6. The Gladiators
The mysterious hand behind The Gladiators’ rise seems to have found a team
they couldn’t bribe and thus the Elgi were forced to take the field this
round. Rumours of diminished match fitness were emphatically quashed any
doubts about their offensive capabilities as they scored four times during
the game. The other side of the ball was a bit more of a concern as the
Freaks broke through The Gladiators defence repeatedly, scoring four
touchdowns as well. Like every Elgi team in the history of Blood Bowl, The
Gladiators lost the bash battle. Such is the Elgi reputation for using nerf
knuckledusters, that many betting agencies give big odds on any Elgi player
actually hurting an opposition player.
The standout players in this pass-a-thon were Eldril Kenainath and Dhada,
who both showed off their pinpoint accuracy with high percentage completion
rates. The main beneficiary of this aerial display was Aesrit, who was the
most targeted receiver and who added three touchdowns to his season tally.
If The Gladiators can keep this up then they will definitely be a threat
in the finals, IF they can fix their defence.

The Pretenders
They think they have a chance but the rest of us know that Nuffle is
just messing with them – nothing like building up a team only to watch it
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crumble and fail. Nuffle loves a good joke and it sucks when he decides to
laugh at your team – thankfully I share Nuffle’s twisted love of
schadenfreude and laugh right along with him!

7. Pigskin Runners 3
A fine example of what you do when you play the bottom ranked team in
the league, you crush them under your boot. The Runners ran in five
touchdowns and also out-muscled the Bearers in a display that goes beyond
dominant. Sticky fingers took the lead on offence, cementing his position as
Wide Receiver one on this team. I don’t feel there is much to say about the
latest result besides from directing people to the WAFFL website to review
the game stats.
This result is reflected in the Runners getting a good bump up the rankings
but I am not convinced they will move out of the ranks of The Pretenders.

8. Tropic Thunder 1
Sometimes even an underwhelming performance is enough to get you past
other mediocre teams in the rankings. This is what happened to the Thunder,
who only managed a draw against the Dragons. The cold-blooded ones must
have been mesmerised by the passing display from the Dragons or they grew
bored of all the Elgi showboating and waited for their chance to score, even
though it would only result in one touchdown. The Thunder have firmly
entrenched themselves into the middle ranks and still have a chance of
making the play-offs if they maximise their chances for the remainder of
the season.

9. RedruM 2
The Umgi slide down the rankings once again after a tough loss against
Overdosis. RedruM chose the path of violence and were unable to convert
the damage they dished out into a win. Sure, I enjoy the maiming of an Elgi
as much as the next Dawi, but Coach DaBlackSkull must be somewhat
frustrated with his players. All that brutality on defence and the offence
couldn’t convert that dominance into a win on the scoreboard. Let’s see if
the Umgi can stall the fall in their next game.

10. The Pussrots 2
A missed chance is how I see this game for the Rots. They dominated the
Tainted physically but just couldn’t convert that into a win and show the
rest of the league what a threat the Rots can be. There were no real
stand outs for the Rots in this game, so I am going to trot out that old
cliché of it being a team performance. I had such high hopes for this team
early in the season but it seems mediocrity is their destiny.
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11. Emerald Dragons
Oh, a draw! The rollercoaster has broken down. I wonder if this was just
Nuffle messing with the rollercoaster story line I have been spinning around
this team. Anyway, the game itself was a bit of a limp wristed affair as
neither team was able to bring the pain. An oddity was the high number of
completions by the Dragons, particularly by Sastean, which makes me suspect
the Dragons’ were more interesting in padding team and player stats than
actually winning the game. Perhaps, for some unfathomable reason, Coach
Jinxed has given up on trying for the play-offs and is just trying to beef
up his roster for next season.
By the way, if he really wants to improve his chances then Coach Jinxed
should not contract Elgi as players - after all, Elgi are far too timid and
skittish to be real Blood Bowl players.

12. Blue Meanies 1
The looks of confusion on the faces of the Meanies were hilarious after the
officials gave them the win due to a Vikweenz a no-show. The big dumb Urks
didn’t seem to understand the concept of a win without any violence on the
field. This gift sees the Meanies get a bump up the rankings and out of the
Delusional group. Although, I think this elevation in the rankings will most
likely be a temporary condition.

The Delusional
The forlorn hope, the lost and the damned. You get the gist of where I am
going with this, the bottom rungs of the power rankings ladder.

13. Rattsburgh Rippers 1
Their first game in the league and the Rippers have already outperformed
their predecessors by securing that precious W. although, it must be said it
was against very poor opposition – looking at you Frenchies! We already see
a future star player in the making as Chitter Stab-stab seemed to be in
the best possible position when the team needed it. This Thagorakki scored
a touchdown, tossed a couple of completions and even killed a Frenchies
player – that’s rather impressive for a debutant gutter runner. I don’t
think the Rippers will have a significant impact on the league this season
but next season will possibly see this team challenge for the playoffs –
bold prediction I know.

14. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC 2
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Coach Maxwellhauser’s doesn’t sleep so well nowadays, his dreams are haunted
by his team’s inability to defeat a lowly goblin team…

15. Fingot’s Fingerlicking Squibs
I imagine Coach Rex must be very pleased with himself after the draw
against a veteran team. The recent lack of Coach Rex rantings in the media
is a concern and I even miss it a little – but only a little! I think his
smugness after the game must have overwhelmed him and I am sure he will
be back with his bull horn soon enough to shout about his magnificence and
coaching brilliance.

16. Megashoota Vikweenz
Coach Frosthammer has gone into hiding after reports of a stalking threat
and thus the Vikweenz were forced to forfeit their game against the Meanies.
Media reports have identified the main suspect as Brunhilda Slutifarthard,
a deranged female(?) Urk with a severe case of olfactophilia and a fetish
for vertically challenged males. Authorities have released a photograph of
Ms Slutifarthard and have warned the public not to approach ‘her’.
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Don’t try to deny that you too wouldn’t be hiding from Brunhilda!

17. The Flying Frenchmen
Hang your head in shame Coach Hymn! That was a pitiful performance against
a shiny new untried team. I thought this was the game the Frenchies would
finally pop their win cherry. This performance was so disastrous that there
are rumours that Coach Hymn will be formally retiring his playbook and is
scouring Fleabay for a new Slann playbook.
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18. Grudgebearers
There is a crisis at the Bearers – a coaching crisis. The Bearers were
essentially destroyed by the Runners and I am strongly of the opinion that
this coach is in need of a remedial coaching clinic. Such is my despair at the
state of the Bearers that I am even willing to pay for the clinic – yes I
am willing to spend my own hard-earned gold to help my fellow Dawi.
A few observations about the rankings to date. This round we see five teams
with the same rankings as they started with in the pre-season, including
the current top four teams. Nine teams from last round have maintained
the same spot, showing an increasing stability in the rankings with only
minimal movement amongst the teams. Another oddity I have noted is the
kill count for the Man-Terror Raiders – for the best team in the league
they have yet to kill an opposing player and yet suffered four deaths.
Also, everyone should be checking out WAFFL media – the most trusted source
for WAFFL news and updates! Do yourself a favour and check these Facebook
and Youtube links.
Dare you argue with the rankings? Do you think the old drunk has lost his
mind? The power rankings will be reviewed after the completion of each
round. Feel free to share your thoughts about the rankings on the WAFFL
facebook page.

Signed

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/thestinkydwarf/
Twitter https://twitter.com/thestinkydwarf
Tumblr https://thestinkydwarf.tumblr.com/
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